Accessing and Using Specific Publications for Education Research

First, go to www.bucks.edu and click the link to the Library.

Next, click the databases icon.

Scroll down. Click Publication Finder.

Find a citation but no full-text article? Use the Publication Finder to see if Bucks has the journal in full text in any of our databases.

Type in keywords or the names of specific publications. “Teaching Exceptional Children” is recommended for EDUC160. “Early Childhood Education Journal” and “Currents in Teaching and Learning” are recommended for any EDUC course.

Click the Full Text Access Link. Then, click the first link.
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1. Teaching Exceptional Children

Click the date to view issues and to browse the resource. Click Search in this Publication to search your research topic in a particular journal.

Questions? Contact the Librarians at 215-968-8013, or through chat/email/face-to-face: http://www.bucks.edu/library/ask/